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Abstract
Consideration of boundary value problems in mechanics of materials with disordered microstruc-
tures leads to the introduction of an intermediate scale - a mesoscale - which specifies the resolu-
tion of a finite element mesh relative to the microscale. The effective elastic mesoscale response is
bounded by the Dirichlet and Neumann boundary value problems. The two estimates, separately,
provide inputs to two finite element schemes - based on minimum potential and complementary
energy principles, respectively - for bounding the global response. While in the classical case of a
homogeneous material, these bounds are convergent with the finite elements becoming infinitesi-
mal, the presence of a disordered, nonperiodic microstructure prevents such a convergence and
leads to a possibility of an optimal mesoscale. The method is demonstrated on an example of tor-
sion of a bar having a percolating two-phase microstructure of over a hundred thousand grains. By
passing to an ensemble setting, we arrive at a hierarchy of two random continuum fields which
provide input to a istochastic finite element method.
1. Introduction
Central to the entire field of continuum mechanics is the concept of a Representative Volume Ele-
ment (RVE). It postulates the existence of a scale L of RVE much larger than the microscale d,
which corresponds to characteristic size of a single grain in soil, fiber in a composite, crystal in a
metal or ceramic, crack in a continuum, etc., Fig. 1. At the same time, L is required to be much
smaller than the macroscopic dimensions and characteristic lengths Lmacro of variation of global
stress, strain and displacement fields
d < L <<Lmacro (1.1)
Thus, fundamental issues concern (i) the dependence of effective moduli on L, and (ii) the setup
of a finite element method for global response as L ceases to be infinitesimal relative to Lmacro.
Indeed, the deterministic finite element methods strongly rely on the RVE concept in that every
single finite element is larger than the length scales of fluctuation of the microstructure. This situ-
ation, however, is not the same in the so-called stochastic finite elements (SFE) which postulate the
existence of some random fields of material properties with continuum realizations, and then, on
that basis, set up the stiffness matrices (e.g, Benaroya & Rehak, 1988; Ghanem & Spanos, 1991;
Ditlevsen, 1996). Typically, the SFE studies are concerned with linear elastic structural responses
and depend on a straightforward randomization of Hooke's law, that is
= _C(x, (1.2)
In equation (1.2) x stands for a location within the body domain, co is an index from the sample
space f_, and C(x, co) is a continuous realization of a random tensor field of stiffness. Implicit in
the assumption (1.2) is the invertibility of such a constitutive law, that is
-1
= S(x,9)? S(x,co)= c (x,co) (1.3)
whereby g and q in (1.2) and (1.3) l, respectively, are uniform fields applied to a hypothetical and
unspecified Representative Volume Element (RVE) of a random medium. In fact, in the conven-
tional SFE studies, a locally isotropic form involving a random field of Young's modulus and Pois-
son's ratio is adopted. Then, various other assumptions are made: either both elastic constants are
considered to be random fields - usually of a Gaussian type - or one of them is taken as a constant;
correlations are exponential, etc. Summarizing, no connection to any microstructure is made in set-
ting up of these random fields, and thus, in formulating the element and global stiffness matrices.
In this paper we outline a passage from the microstructure to a continuum approximation. This
is done with the help of a mesoscale window which allows a rigorous definition of the effective
properties - the larger the window, the weaker is the random scatter in these properties and the
closer we are to the conventional macroscopic properties sought by classical micromechanics
methods. On finite scales, the window's mesoscale response is non-unique as it depends on the type
of loading imposed on its boundaries; also it is anisotropic. Since the window plays the role of a
mesoscale finite element, this choice of boundary conditions has to be consistent with the varia-
tional principle employed for determination of the global response: Dirichlet conditions go with
the minimum energy, while Neumann conditions go with the minimum complementary energy.
Thus, two bounds onthe global response are obtained with these principles; an exact solution,
obtained by a computational micromechanics method, is shown to fall in between. We illustrate the
entire procedure on an example of torsion of a bar having a percolating two-phase microstructure
of Voronoi mosaic geometry with over one hundred thousand grains aligned with the bar's axis.
2. Mesoscale moduli and random fields
(a) A hierarchy of bounds
We address the issues posed in the introduction in the context of two-dimensional, two-phase
microstructures of linear elastic materials governed locally by a Laplace equation. The micr°struc -
tural geometry is specified by a Voronoi mosaic (generated from a Poisson point field). Each cell
of the mosaic is being occupied by either phase 1 or 2, according to a probability equal to the global
volume fraction, which is chosen at 50% in Fig. 2. Since the Voronoi cells are six-connected on
average, we have a percolating system which clearly lacks any periodicity.
The Hooke's law of either phase (1 or 2) is given by
= = = C(2)
O i CijEj i, j 1, 2 Cij C(1)_Sij or 15ii (2.1)
where, in the case of anti-plane shear, we denote
{Ji -- {Ji3 £i = £i3 i, j = 1, 2 (2.2)
On the microscale, the governing equation of this piecewise-constant material is
3 u _ u = 0 C = C(1)orC (2) u-u 3 (2.3)
aXl + ax 2
C(1)The'isotropy of both stiffness tensors C(1) and C(2) in (2.1) leads to a contrast ct - C(2) / .
When cz = 1 the material is homogeneous, otherwise, heterogeneous. Figure 2 depicts one realiza-
tion B(c0) of a random medium, which, as is commonly done in mechanics of random media, is
taken as a set B = {B(ra); co_ f2 }. The microstructure chosen here may be applied to model a
range of different materials - examples are offered by duplex steels for a finite ot (Werner et at,
1994), or porous materials for an extreme et = 0 or oo.
In the following, it will be useful to introduce a window of size L (e.g., Ostoja-Starzewski,
1993) and then work with a nondimensional parameter, relative to the grain size d, to be called a
mesoscale b = L/d. To define the effective, in-plane moduli of a finite window domain of scale
b we choose an approach based on an interpretation of a Hooke's law as one in which either a uni-
0 0.
form strain £j or a uniform stress (Jj iS prescribed. In the first case, we should choose essential
(Dirichlet) boundary conditions, while in the second case, we should choose natural (Neumann)
boundary conditions. The first setup is
_ e 0 0
Oi = Cij£j under u(x) = £jLj ¥'x _ 3B (2.4)
where 6ii is the resulting mean (volume average) stress, and which leads to an effective stiffness
¢
C 5 . The second setup is
n 0
[;i = SijtJj under t(x) = c_nj(x) Vx _ 3B (2.5)
where [:ij is the resulting mean (volume average) strain, and leads to an effective compliance
n ¢ /l
S a . Determination of either second rank tensor, C_ or SIS, requires three tests (for the 11-, 22-,
and 12-components).
For any realization B(c0), a window's response on the mesoscale (5 finite) is, under these
e n -1
definitions, nonunique - because Cji _:(Sij) almost surely - and anisotropic. However, given
the ergodicity of the Poisson-Voronoi mosaic, it can be shown from the variational principles
(e.g., Huet, 1990; Ostoja-Starzewski & Schulte, 1996), that the ensemble averages of these two
tensors provide, with the increasing scale 15,an ever tighter pair of bounds on Celf (on a system
of partitions)
eR -1 n -1 -1 ceff C_.) _< l) -C1 VS'< 5 (2.6)- {S1) <_{S5, ) _< (S;) _< _< (C;)_< { (C e V
The order relation employed in (2.6) means that t- B · t < t. A · t for any vector t _: 0 and two sec-
ond rank tensors A and B. The resulting hierarchy of bounds is illustrated in Fig. 3 for contrast oc
= 1,000 of the microstructure shown in Fig. 2.
A prescription for the existence of the RVE (Hill, 1963) is that the relations between volume
average stress and strain become the same in the 15--> oo limit regardless of which one of these two
conditions has been used. This is the scale on which a deterministic Ceff is valid. Below the
n
/5--->oo limit, at every point x in B (co), we have two tensors C_ (x, co) and S15(x, co). Therefore,
the random medium B may be described by two random tensor fields, which are parametrized by
the mesoscale/5
The scale dependence of average traces of both tensors follows, with excellent accuracy, for
contrasts ct = I0, 102, 103, and 104, the laws first found for planar Bernoulli lattices (Ostoja-
Starzewski & Schulte, 1996)
' (C;) = aO+a lexp a 25
(S_)-1 (_b3ct) (2.8)= b0+b lexp b25
(b) Probability distributions and correlation structure of mesoscale random fields
e
The probability densities of half-traces C5 involved in the hierarchy (2.6) are shown in terms
of their histograms in Fig. 3. Note the expected convergence of ensemble-averaged half-traces of
e n
C 5 and S 5 to a causal distribution with/5 going to infinity - this is the classical, not practically
attainable, RVE limit. The computations involved 1024 (= 32 x 32), 256 (= 16 x 16), 64 (=
8 x 8 ), and 16 (= 4 x 4) samples for window sizes 5 = 10, 20, 40 and 80 employed in this
figure; the numbers in brackets show the subdivisions of the square domain of Fig. 2 into n x n
windows. The same samples allow an assessment of the statistics of radius R of the
e ti
corresponding Mohr's circles of C5 and S5 . While the half-traces of these tensors display a
nonsymmetrical character, their radii R have a much stronger skewness. However, a quick check
of the numbers shows that their coefficients of variation are found to be practically independent
¢ ¢
of the window size 5 - they equal about 0.55 and 0.6 for C5 and SIS, respectively. In fact, this
striking feature has been established for other volume fractions (Ostoja-Starzewski, 1998b) as
well as for microstructures of inclusion-matrix composite type with circular and needle-type
inclusions of moderate aspect ratio (Ostoja-Starzewski, 1998c). Clearly, the mesoscale random
fields are non-Gaussian, and we have found the Beta probability distribution to provide the most
satisfactory and universal fits for this as well as other types of two-phase composites over a wide
range of contrasts and mesoscales.
Application of micromechanics in a stochastic finite element method requires, besides the
specification of one-point statistics of mesoscale moduli, a specification of their spatial correla-
tions, so as to allow a rapid assignment of properties to all the elements given their relative spatial
¢ /g
locations. That is, if we consider the random field C, which stands either for C5 and S 5, we
should have some prescriptions for autocorrelations of its three components as well as their three
crosscorrelations. Its spatial structure is described, to second order, by a correlation coefficient
(c j(x)Ckz(X'))- (cij(x))
Pc/jckt(x, x') - (x)o (x') (2.10)
{JCij Ckl
¢ e 11 !l
where all Cij and Ck! stand for either Cij and Ck! or Sij and Skl, while o's are standard devia-
tions of the indicated quantities. For a composite having stationary statistics of its properties, the
random field C(x) is wide-sense stationary, i.e.
PCijCkl(x, x') = p Cijckt(r) r - x - x' (2.11)
When r = 0, the latter quantity becomes a one-point correlation coefficient, written simply
N
as PCijCkl. First. let us consider the cross-correlation between the Cll or C22 component and
e
the C12 component of C5. We note that (CllC12) is either positive or negative depending on
e
the actual orientation 0 of the coordinate system x 1, x2 with respect to the principal axes of Cb .
However, since the probability density of 0 is symmetric about zero for the isotropic statistics of
Il
- = 0. The same holds for the Sa tensor.the microstructure, Pc11c12 -- PC22C12
e e n
Next, in Fig. 4 we display the cross-correlations between C11 and C22 as well as SI1 and
n
S22 over the range of 5 from 5 through 80. They are computed for the microstructure of Fig. 2.
We observe that the spatial correlations between the mesoscale properties tend to zero with the
window size increasing to infinity. The same type of result holds for two-point correlations.
A natural question arises here' is the C field isotropic in terms of its correlation function? Our
computations, based on cross-correlating a window placed at x with a window fixed at the origin
of the coordinate system, indicate that C is a quasi-isotropic random field. In terms of a specific
component of C, say Cij, this means that the equality Irl= 11_41implies
PC/jCkt(r) = PCijCkt(s) (2.12)
where p is the autocorrelation function of Cji, and s is given by an invertible transformation
s = T(r) - [Tl(r ), T2(r)] r = (rl, r2) (2.13)
of R2 into R2 . Here Irl denotes a norm in R2 , and II__lla norm in R2 after the transformation.
Finally, we note that, the inherent independence property of the Poisson point placement pro-
cess underlying the Voronoi mosaic precludes the correlations from being long range such as typ-
ically assumed through exponential correlation functions in the SFE literature. The above model
may be applied to auto- and cross-correlations between all the components of C; see (Ostoja-
Starzewski, 1998a) for details on pixel systems and disk-matrix composites.
3. Window as a mesoscale finite element and macroscopic response
Let us now consider torsion of a bar of square cross section having in its cross section a two-phase
microstructure of over one hundred thousand grains aligned with the bar's axis, Fig. 2. Thus, the
macroscopic boundary value problem of interest to us is of the following form
V-[C((o)V(_] + f = 0 in B
(_ = 0 on aB (3.1)
where 0 is a stress function (Ostoja-Starzewski & Wang, 1998). Here C(co) corresponds to one
particular realization B (co) of the random medium B, so that the problem is entirely determinis-
tic. The lower and upper bounds on global response are obtained, respectively, from two dual
energy principles: a minimum potential energy principle
1 r
_Irl_ Crl_dV- f f, dV (3.2)inf
¢ _ H;(V) V V
'1
and, a minimum complementary energy principle
inf_f_Ts__dV V__6_I-{__6 (L2(V)) 2 V.__+f = 0} (3.3)v
Here C and S are the stiffness and compliance tensors, while T1and _ stand for V{_ and CB,
respectively.
Both energy principles ensure a monotonic convergence of the lower and upper bounds of the




provided we have a homogeneous material, e.g. (Brezzi & Fortin, 1991). This is shown in Fig.
5(a) as a function of the increasing finite element mesh resolutions: 4 x 4, 8 x 8, 16 x 16,
32 x 32, and 64 x 64; they correspond to/5 = 5, 10. 20, 40, and 81. Clearly, both bounds tend to
coincide as the mesh becomes infinitesimally fine - this is the classical finite element limit.
Now, for a heterogeneous material, the effective stiffness tensor on mesoscales is nonunique,
so that we need to exercise care in the interpretation of fields C and S in (3.2) and (3.3). Consid-
10
ering the fact that (3.2) is set up in displacements, C determined from displacement boundary
e
condition (2.4) - i.e., C15- should enter this principle. On the other hand, given the fact that (3.3)
/t
is set up in stresses, the effective compliances from natural boundary condition (2.5) - i.e., S5 -
e n
should be used as input to minimum complementary energy formulation. Since C5 or S5 are
bounds on the possible Hooke's Law, both finite element methods provide bounds on the global,
macroscopic response for given choice of 5.
Figure 5(a) indicates that, in the case of a homogeneous material, the finer is the mesh - i.e.,
the smaller is the mesoscale 5 - the closer are both estimates of the global response. However, in
the case of a heterogeneous material, there exists an opposing trend according to the hierarchy
(2.6) and scaling laws (2.8). Thus we observe a competition of two opposing trends'
i) the global responses, computed by (3.2) and (3.3), tend to converge as/5 decreases;
ii) the mesoscale responses, serving as input to (i), computed from the essential and natural
boundary conditions ((2.4) and (2.5)), tend to diverge as 5 decreases.
The results of this competition are shown in terms of the energy norm (3.4), as a function of
the increasing finite element resolution, for three contrasts tx - 10, 100, 1000 in Figs. 5b), c) and
d). Fig. 5. Case d) is the one whose mesoscale statistics were displayed in Figs. 3 and 4. In the
case b) of the relatively weak contrast (ct = 10) an optimal finite element mesh size, or mesoscale
opt, can clearly be seen - it gives the closest upper and lower bounds. As the contrast increases -
cases c) and d) - the bounds diverge further away from one another and only the crudest meshing
of the entire domain provides a relatively useful estimate of the global response.
Our methodology employing mesoscale finite elements is checked by a comparison to the
response of the same material without any approximating mesoscale finite element mesh - it pre-
sents an absolute and best available, albeit very costly, reference solution. Thus, in all four cases
11
of Fig. 5 a computational micromechanics solution directly taking into account the entire micro-
structure of 104,858 black and white cells, without any approximating mesoscale finite elements,
is also shown. It is seen that these solutions always fall between the bounds based on the mesos-
cale moduli.
Finally, we have considered using a homogenization method, which relies on the concept of a
periodic unit cell, e.g (Sanchez-Palencia & Zaoui, 1987; Mei et al, 1996). However, for our
microstructure at the percolation point (Fig. 2), a periodic cell does not exist - whether on the
scale of a single Voronoi grain or for a number of grains (e.g. Cruz et al, 1995). Yet another idea
was to try a prescription for macroscopic effective moduli according to the random chessboard
formula Ceff [C(1)C(2)] 1/2= , and then to use it as input for a finite element solution according
to (3.2) and (3.3). Of course, as the mesh got finer, both schemes were converging just like the
plots in Fig. 5a), but the energy norm (3.4) was deviating from the computational micromechanics
results in Fig. 5b)-d), and the stronger was the contrast, the stronger was the deviation.
4. Conclusions
(a) The effective moduli on the mesoscale are almost surely non-unique, and anisotropic; they
converge as the window tends to infinity. Statistics of these moduli are non-Gaussian; second
invariants are highly skewed, but their coefficients of variation are practically constant.
(b) The mesoscale window is identified as a mesoscale finite element of the global finite element
mesh. Mesoscale moduli derived from essential and natural boundary conditions provide input
to global finite element solutions based on minimum potential energy and minimum comple-
mentary energy formulations, respectively. These solutions result in bounds on global response.
(c) With the demonstration of the method for a single realization of a random microstructure, it is
a rather simple matter to generalize it to an ensemble response. This would involve a generation
e n
of realizations of random fields of mesoscale moduli C5 or S5 for several /5's based on the
12
statistics such as those presented in Section 2 (Figs. 3 and 4). The second step would consist of
a formulation of global stiffness and flexibility matrices from these moduli. Finally, the third
step would involve a solution of two finite element problems, for all the scales/5 and all the
realizations co, for bounds on global stochastic response.
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List of Figures
Fig. 1 A macroscopic body with a mesoscale window (or finite element) of size L, in which a
microstructure of grain size d is shown.
Fig. 2 A two-phase material with a Voronoi mosaic microgeometry of a total 104,858 black and
white cells, at volume fraction 50% each.
Fig. 3 Hierarchies of average moduli {S_)-1' and {C;), for increasing window size _5= 10, 20,
40, and 80, of the two-phase microstructure of Fig. 2, with C(1) = 1 and C(2) = 2 (i.e., con-
trast ct = 10).
¢ ¢ n n
Fig. 4 Cross-correlations of C 11 with C22 and S 11 with S22 as a functions of the increasing win-
dow size 5 -- 5, 10, 20, 40, and 80. Fluctuations are due to the finite sample size, but the trend
is evident.
Fig. 5 Behavior of the energy norm (3.4) with respect to a sequence of self-accommodating finite
element meshes, in terms of the increasing finite element resolution, on: (a) a homogeneous
material domain contrast cz = 1, and (b) a heterogeneous domain of Fig. 2 for contrast ct = 10,
(c) the same domain for ot = 100, and (d) the same domain for ot = 1,000. In (b), (c), and (d)
a computational micromechanics solution taking directly into account the entire microstruc-
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